Meet Jones New York’s WASHABLE SUIT.

Easy to wear and even easier to care for, this suit is wrinkle-resistant, making it perfect for everyday life and ideal for traveling.

Designed especially for today’s modern woman on-the-go, it also features strategically placed mesh for ultimate breathability and cooling factors.
MAKING IT EASY

Easy Wear

Strategically placed mesh fabric at the shoulders not only allows for extended arm movement and flexibility, it also releases hot air and water vapors from the suit, keeping you cool and dry all day long. This ventilated construction coupled with the crease-resistant and wrinkle recovery fabric results in a suit that both looks and feels great.

Easy Care

Award-winning technology eliminates the need to have this suit dry cleaned. Instead, this Poly-viscose Lycra suit looks great when washed regularly at home. Just place the suit in any regular washing machine, dry in any dryer on cool setting, then wear.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS

How to Wash

Set to a gentle wash cycle without spin cycle.
- Always wash the jacket and pants together
- Wash alone ideally or with other similar garments
- Remember to empty pockets of all objects
- Close the buttons to avoid unnecessary pulling
- Wash the garments with a gentle, color safe laundry detergent
- We recommend to wash at 30 degrees and to use Eco Detergents

Can You Wash It With Other Clothes?

The suit must not be washed with other clothes. When washed, some clothes might lose their color, which could rub off on the suit and affect the suit’s shine and elegance. Also, the suit needs space within the washing machine and additional clothes increases the suits creasing. Always wash the jacket and trousers together.

How to Dry

Tumble dry on cool setting for approximately 45 minutes until completely dry. If you prefer, you can drip dry instead. Afterward either hang the suit immediately or lightly iron if looking for a pristine finish.

How Many Times Can You Wash Your Suit?

The suit can be washed repeatedly without affecting its appearance. Recent testing has shown that even after 30 washes, the suit looks better than after 30 dry cleanings.